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A -notiol in	 tlierinal ef fect; ar p s imulatorl through use
of a-in Iti:v^am plasma	 lifitr.ihution function is 3eveloped and
iav^^;ti3.it^^1 to	 if f^;otntion	 which take an initially	 uniform
magn .-t iz(., '3 r)l isma	 to a nt-w un i form state with a (l.i f ferent field
orientation ar or oo c;sihlf'.	 ' p"r^ momentum cr.)nserv.)tion 	 integrals
a 	 roun:l to admit tl$o t,l W^.:,,- Of nuch solutions, but only one
c l .iss r-x'l ih i t ; aonroor i at aciv m ptot i c hehav for .
	 ExLens ive numer-
1 co	 Lr1t(•Q r.-it 1 on`: ^iav, , f• -i l 1t' 1 t r) : It -monstrate Cie ex l .`hence of the
joy ; i r0;_i	 11t  rrtl^.
1 . J	 INTR( DU I-`f ION
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At present there exists no theory which describes the
structure of large amplitUle plasma disturbances in which the
magn?tic finl 1 is rozr,t_e l whi l. p
 plasma flow remains parallel to
the	 fiP1rl both far upstream anI far down stream from the
disturhance. Jun r) cnn.-litinns anprooriate to such structures are
kno , m	 from	 W11)	 theory,	 and	 include	 true	 rotational
discontinu ities in which only the field direction changes,
interm-liar p waves in which pl:.sma flow goes from super to
Suh - ,al fv<rnic an fl which anpnar nonevolutionar.v in M11D (Jeffrey and
Taniuti, 1`1 16,8), and mixed structures which occur in anisotropic
olasmas an.] which uxhihit characteristics of !)oth Shocks and
r otational. ( 1 iscon*_inuitier; ( I luulson, 1.970).
1 1nrk ,rith ?arq- amplitude disturbances having the desired
u pstream p rnoerti ps has h-pn carried out by Montgomery (1959),
Saffman Rel log (1 )64) , an , ] Kakutani (1966) , and special
ca ; p s: a A summ•nr. ized !-)y T ilman and Krall (1971.) . These authors
^seri si- i tar col-I plasma mod4^1 s, ind found solutions representing
infinit y % .rive train, as well i, solitary waves in which plasma
pan l magnetic f i-^ld parameters ,are identical on either side of the
-listurh,ancc,
	Tn no cases were field rotating solitary waves
faun., and it is rf-latively ea!-,v to show that such waves are not
ihlP in colt );asma. The closest solutions to those desired
are Stff!nan"s "g l ia-,ishocks", in which an initially uniform plasma
un-(-rgoes a 1isturhance after Wlir'h plasma and f ield parameters
winder er(7nr1 icr. 1
 1 v -a, rout certain mp ,an values, but never approach
thr u,IiFori conii i tionc; sought 'tarp.
W,
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Interost in Fie 1.1 rotating waves has been rekindI ed by the
availability of magnetic field data from spacecraft crossing both
the terrestrial an,l Jovian magnetopauses. during times when the
solar field is approximately intiparallel to the planetary field,
the magnetopau,e rnsPmhlr's a layer through which plasma may flow
ani across which the transverse magnetic field is rotated. Many
magnetic fintrl signatures ire remarkably laminar and resemble in
polarization an-1 overall shape the solitons of 5af_fman and
others, if somehow only half the soliton Solution could be
isolated.	 11h e, available	 later an . i their relation to current
thoory h.^v 4^ 'Peen :,ummar i zed by Sonnerup (1977) .
Th,-^ ore-ent oaper pur•,ueS 1 Suggestion by Sonnerup that
thormal -ffects which might oermit field rotating layers could he
i ntro-1 ucr'(1 into the thoor ,,^ 1)v a7.suminy a multibeam Plasma
Ai strihution	 function.	 'Phis work shows that the momentum
conservation conrl i t inns, which .10 not generally admit field
rotat.inca ,olution3 in the col •l plasma case, do admit two classes
of suc l i solutions when thorm-al effects are inclu,led.	 Asymptotic
an•3 i ys	 Iows	 that uniform solutions appropriate to the
rIownstr o a -n con , 'itions are capal.-)le of growth for one class '-ut not
tho other.
2.0 1?')UA'? T0M'; r)r NIF. WIF,TIBEAM TIWORY
rh p :inaly ,;i, is performed 'or a one dimensional case in
which all varia')les are functions of z only. Assume the plasma
to r'nnniSt of N h„o.)ms of inns an,', 3 single beam of electrons,
i
r^7^
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with the quasineutrality condition satisfied- The electrons are
assumed to Follow the magnetic field, while the electric force on
the ions ; s neglecte('.. Althouqh thes p latter two assumptions can
he relaxer', they -10 not auppar to affect qualitatively the
results ohtainel F,-)r thi, waves heing sought here. finally, there
is .assumed to he nc) current in the z direction. 	 The equations
descr Thing the ;\,*stem are then:
V -) —
	
()k V	
CONTIAl U fry
A S  /V C vTi2A t IT`^
U ►^	 V^	 (2)
__^^
	 O
n	 L	 `' ryit,IC ,  K	 ^^ V;Vrlk	 Vi.	 (;)
AM p e ree 's
C ^^	 `I IT
	
1i.	 LA w
alVVi,
^	 k (4)
}
rllC.:ii.:.	 4
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V 1c
	 1 nN 11 0TION	 (n)
V
^ X IS,
C C F c7rco/v 1-107 oN (7)
(8)
^Mn V i oj(, ~ 1Y7 0 /,70 
w O c ur^ r^^NT' 416NG
'is, rr, Al anti n ,are the electron vAlocity and ti p
 nsity, uk and n k
 the
velocit y
 and (tensit y of thn k th ion heam, M the inn mass, a the
el Amentary char(lo, :3 the magnetic Field, and c the speed of
1 ight.	 -:pith the ;uh!,zcr ipt o renresent values at some
;-'i(7 .en initial oo i nt.. 	 All sum-: run from t to N, where N 	 is the
!vimh#.'r r,r	 Those equ,at i0^ns arc' ohvious generalizations of
t 7,o us11,1 1 tw( -) f 111 6 l Model . 	 tlow(,ve r , they can 1)o shown to	 follow
r icp-ou , 1 y ft,)m tho V1a! ,;ov-'1 .ixwel I equations in the case of a
multihi-am distrihution function when looping orhits (ie, negative
V.ilut- : of `1 Z ) ,arc not permitted (Jones 1977) .
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tntrordur-inq equations (7) and (8) into equation (3) gives
d12,
 _ 
y r 
	 V r ig	 ey
(9)
On the othnr hand, th.-^ x component of the ion motion equation may
he aw i t.ten
	
v' vXlr _ i' ^,
	 VY k
	 Y^
	
_	 f	 y
Iu 1 t i nl y inl this e;pi,it i on by ''nokVzc)k and summing over k gives
/VYI( 	 (10)
^omnarinq equatiwis O) and (10) allows an integral of the system
to ho written:
rI	 /,'^^l<<'^(<	 --	 _	 ^^ojr V7'0,
VXk 
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^ rr (12)
where P  is a constant of the motion.	 An identical procedure
lives an integral associated with the y component:
Tho z component is handle) in a similar but not identical manner,
yiel3ing:
II
	 ^^
l^ ^/yq n1: +^ 1^01( . Vr-/( +	-	 (13)
IV 7T
	
•
..l
Equations (11) - (13) state that the flux of momentum is
constant.
The ion motion equation (6) anti the momentum equations (11)
- (13) constitut p 3'4+3 equations in the 3U+2 unknowns Bx , BY , and
the V k ' s . One oqua t ion is redunIant and can be used for checking
^i
OR► '. ►
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numerical results. In practice, equation (13) is best suited to
this purpose.
3ecause the ions feel only
velocity mac;nitules remain constant.
can he formed expressing constancy o
V2zk.	 Unl,,r the no loop condition
sign of Vzk , so these integrals can
altogether.
the magnetic force, their
Thus N additional integrals
f the terms V2xk + V2yk +
there is no ambiguity in the
be used to eliminate Vzk
3.0 irurORM PTF7, r) SOLUTION
Th- 1 argc , 'unpl i tlrlc waver, ho ing sought would connect two
regions in which the flow an^i field are asymptotically uniform
an ,i aligne ,l with each other.	 In the single beam case (N =1) the
only wad ? in which such ,.uniformity can occur is with the single
velocity vector parallel to the magnetic field. 	 Then the
rleri vatives in equation (5) vanish and the solution is truly
uniform. in this single heam case it is easily seen that the
momentum equatic)ns admit no large changes in field orientatign
except for t'ie snncial case Px = Py = 0, where an exact field
reversal	 ar)pr'ars	 possible.
	 In	 this case, however, all
r'er ivat i ve , van i-,h identically and there can he no wave.
In the multiheam system, however, a situation in which
individual heam velocities are not parallel to the field may
nevertheless proiuct- a net flow along a uniform field.
	 In this
case the velocity corinonents perpendicular to the field represent
a sort of q-jasiran rlom distribution which simulates the effect of
Page 8
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a nonzero ion temperature. To quantify this situation, let all N
beams have the same velocity magnitude, and let each velocity
vector make the same angle with the field. Call the tangent of
this angle Y	 so that y is the ratio of perpendicular to
parallel velocity com ponents.	 is thus a measure of the
"temperature".
Mien N=1 a nonzero ^ violates the uniformity condition, and
in East give q rise to the infinite wavetrains of Saffman (1961).
When N>1, it is reasonahle to look for solutions in which the N
beams carr y the same particle•flux, have their velocity vectors
snaced as regularly as possible about the field, and rotate about
the field at the l.armor frequency. With all beams carrying the
!game flux, the quantity 
nokvzok appearing in equations (11) -
(13) is in(l p pen ,lent of k, so that in a uniform field region those
equations ta'kc- the forms:
^^
U. = C o NSTA N"r
xK
Y^k : ^oN;TA1^T1^
(14)
(15)
,^ 1, J-
 1<
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Furthermore, with a uniform fiels, the z component of equation
(5) can he multiplies by Vzk , summer] over k, and integrated to
give:
i
V^^^ = COoSTANUI^
In the two heam case equations (15) and (17) constitute two
equations in two unknowns, which require that V71 = Vz2 . This
can only h:,iinen in a uniform field if the velocities lie exactly
pirallel to the field, so the uniform field two beam solution
cnllans;Ps to the one heam cold plasma case. With N>2 this
constraint is lifted, so that N=3 is the simplest case in which^a
nontrivial uniform fielrl solution can exist.
('onrider the n3rticles of each beam to follow helical
trajector.iPG
	 lifferinq onl y in phase. It is necessary to write
equations ror	 traiper_orip ; as functions of z when the
partic'.Ps spiral at.-'out a field which does not lie along the z
axis. The SitUlt i- ,)n is shown in fiaurn 1. Only a single trajec-
torn is shown, which miss-, through the origin. However, all
(17)
ORIM-1j : ^;^.:^ Ia-
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snace is f illed with trajectories or particles of this beam, and
the trajectories are all. in phase at a given z, not at a given
distance from a plane pernendictilar to the field. This situation
is necessary 'iecause -)f the condition that the system be one
dimensional, with all variables functivas of z only. Any wave-
fronts existing in nonuniform field regions lie perpendicular to
the z axi.s.
The trajectories can be described easily in a coordinate
system x', y, z' in which z' lies along D. In this system the
trajectory of f iqur p
 1 in:
 f< C (OS ((4) t l'^4 k -
( l a)
X_	 S l l U ,. 60 k d k	 19I	 c	 )
7^ ' = V ^^	 (20)
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where tt t, .0 Mc-V.L O /ell it; the larmor radiuR, &) a eh/Me the larmor
f rec3uency, Vl an-] V/1 the velocity comixanents perpendicular
and tmrallol to 11 , ind 
^k ,a l^h,ase ,an elle for the k th heam. '+k ie
a time p,arameter proporttorial to the position of the guiding
center alonil the f ielrl.	 Be C,AUso ttie larmor orbits are not
porpeniiiruIl er to the .
 x taxi ., Vzk ehk-mges with orhital phase, and
t  is not a r:i ml) I 111nc.t i -in of z. Performing a rotation gives
tho i l.ar,amt-ter i 7oA t rmiectory in the x, y, z syntem:
(21)
CO 	 t . - J k ' V ' S!Nl	 C	 k	 /^	 (22)
^f	 lc	 kk	 ^
1 01"14 1 A 1 'l	 t ho	 m.]Iv	 hl%tw#^i+n	 t ilt•	 IF
	 and
	 the	 z	 Axitt.
e)lt t,`f on  1,1t i '1-1 —111,1t ionri ('l) - (« l) (lives the veIoclt le :
(23)
i
i
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VYk	
lS /N(WtIc	
(24)
V o s ^	 k ^,^	 V,,xl( (25)
V o S --
 Vv PA) {^ Ca S G^ 11c—,CkV 3 	 (26)?K
whom, aq,iin,
	
_ VJ, /VII	 111 though these velocities were
A(, r i veil for part isles who ,e du id i ng center passers through the
origin, the y wnillri doncriho the entire velocity field as a func-
tion of z if the rr'laf ion hntwoon t  and z were known.
',	 but
	
isquat ion 	(2.3) nroviHe ,; th- lesired relation, 
tin fL)rtunat.tll y
 transcen , lental.	 Analytic progress can he made by
assumin , l Y <<1 pan,+	 xpan,line in powers of Y	 Because the
' -Ii rforr•nco ,
 !iotwoon Vl	 ind V involvos terms of order y2' it is
nec(% ss.iry t:) carry terms of this Orcl ,• r if results differing	 from
th- :o'.-1 T)l.ic-ma thoor y are to he obtained.	 Since terms involving
t k in equations (2 .3) - (26) are alrea,ly multiplied by Y, it is
can ?v necoss '-Ir y to Salve equation (22
l
) to first order in v . To
do no, flnfinn •a time parameter t = z/( V/1cos 0)which is strictly
oproprt i onal t^ z and w  i to t 
	 -\ t + 14 t k , where	 4 tk is
a-,-7umr , l 01. -0 1 (-,om-)-ire to one. Then noting that R ig = Y V/, /(J 1
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and letting ^= tan ,9 , equati on (23) becomes
Ic
	 k 0/5 	dK	 k
Simpl ifving an -1 r t-wtaininy only t e rms of order r, this is
(,v p f ^^ _ \'/-1 SIN (C4J — E ^ I ^	 1271
	
^	 J
Tn;r, rting (%quiti,-in (27) into equation s,	 (24)	 -	 (26)	 gives	 the
v s-iocit y solution; to `,oco,0 or--lcr in I :
	
V; Sit' (C^ ^- J r	 1 + 1^' , Co s (,q^ J Jc)yet	 l	 (28)
	
V Ic V, t iti	 1 f
	
Cos
J^
	 1 ^4/l	 fk) 29 ()
z2
	
V = Ui cos Q	 — Y/j cos^^,^	 ! ^4 SIN z C3 	 3a
These are explicit functinns of z because t = ^/
(Vll (d16)
With uni fnrm phasi nq ( Sk = 2 M/n) , it is straightforward to
verify that, to terms of order ,,2 R2, these equations constitute
a uniform field solution of equations (6), (11) - (13). The
inclusion of/3 in the smalinAss parameter means the field angle
cannot annroach too closely to 7T/2. In the process, the follow-
ing useful results emerge:
t^	 n0M ule Vole V , Cos eN	 (31)
	
) -	 Vil SA 	 _f
-2
xk 
_
(32)
NV,^Cos	 1+ 2 ^^ z
11 V.^^< (33)
`	
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where no = 
	
nok is the total initial ion density.
Before procaedinq, it is interestinq to note that this solu-
tion is not oxictly uni fora. There are small wiggles in the
F ield, hilt in the three heam theory they are already of higher
order than	 N is increased, comparison of equations (28)
through (30) \:ith a numerical solution of the transcendental
equat ion (23) shows that nonuniformities in the field drop off
ranilly with increaPinq N.	 Also, the field vectors are not
ntjiialIy in , 1 ritlitll y
 sparod around the field, but wiggle back and
forth in rel,at ion to nne anoth-r•. This is necessary to keep the
flux or) ns;tant an , 1 along n a, in,iividual Vzk ' s, and hence
densitio., vary.
4.0	 r• I PTA) 'Roll'ATTnv ^n•ant','tc^,ati
1%	 hirt i cu i .lr
	 uniform	 field
-^ , )luticjn is determine.] completely
')v	 the	 p,irametors A I V 	 , Y ,	 n o ,	 and Bx .	 Of these no , heing
,in	 i n i t	 la ron-litinn,
	 anA	 i) ,,	 arP -,trictIy constant even through a
nc l nunitorn rt a yit^n.	 The	 tit ► ior three might
	
vary throughout ,a
nonun i form retl ion	 an al	 emor<7t- change(l but
	
again	 constant
	 to
"' ''ratter I zt , a	 d i f ferent	 un i f(-jrri f iel d solution.	 This possibi l-
itv i ; )ovo rnod in [)art by the +Ncluat ion .^,:
M ^ o vto lci^ 
	
x	 ~—ic	 Wr
	
rx
t11)
2
M f M0I^	 1 = P
	
k	
Fr
	
V Z ^^^ Z	 V
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where V is 0e velocity magnitu vle, which is strictly constant.
equations (11) and (13) are the x and z momentum conservation
equations and equation (34) expresses conservation of energy for
the particles interacting only with the magnetic field. The y
momentum equation is not incluried hecause it has
	 already
constrainer? any now uniform F ields to lie in the x-z plane.
Consider a uniform field solution characterized by the
parameters	 of V it o , Yo . When no and B  are also specified,
t 1le constants in equations (11), (13), and (34) are determined.
Are there then other sets (6), Voar ,Y ), representing other
uniform field solutions, which also satisfy equations (11), (13),
arn+ (34) with the constants determined from the initial uniform
field solution? To rind such sets, the sums which appear in
equations (11) anal (13) can he evaluated using equations (31) -
(33). Inserting these latter expressions into equations (11) and
(13)
(34)
	ORIGINAL PAC. 1: IS
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(13) , in,I ovi 1 fiat i ng the constants P  and P 7 from the initial
parameter net results in the equations:
X10
 ^^ o coS D^ Vr srN ^, ^^-Z ^	 -^`
y/7
V^J cosh vv (^-? 7r i } — ^^ ^XoJ
PH
2
^o Vro 
C(4,S 40 V^ CoSf) 1 1 ^^ ^'^^ -{
87!'
rI Mb V^ ? Cos , 60 ^ f ! ^ ^ z f ^P 2D	 1	 /' e	 ^'el
IP;ing ?(luation (34) to eliminate VU , there result two equations
in the two un:<nowns Y,16  (recall that /9 = tan 0 ) :
Z
fy^o v , CoSbo r-?r Y1 y (35)
.7Y)- o
yTi
r
rl n^o v zcv s ^ ^^ - Ir Y 2 Cos 1J ^ ^ II ^- - ^z -^ /13j
i y „10 11 2 C US 7 a^	 1 Z' y d^ ^— Y 2	 ^^	 /)	 _
^'	
A	
C
2WIAMV,
A (37)
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These equations can he made dimensionless by defining a
i
	suitable ratio of kinetic to magnetic energy densities. Normally 	 3
this woull he the Alfven number, liven by:
!-)ut hers.
 it apno-irn that a inn:li Pied Al Even number, given by:
-Z_ Yr7M 
M z _ Z ^Z
	
(38)
Qz
Dlays a more funlamenr_al role. '4hen this number is close to
unity the definition (38) can :),r shown to be a special case of
Hudson "s, (1970) mcadifiP , l Al.fve'n number appropriate to anisotropic
1)1asman, and un , ler these conditions will he referred to as the
Hudson number, m 1+ . The plasma un ier consideration is indeed
ell Ipw
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anisotropic, since the pressure, as determined by the quasirandom
perpendicular velocity components of the N beams, is entirely
perpen,lictilar to the magnetic field.
Equation (35) can he solved for r 2 , and by using the
mo.?ified Al fve'n number t'ae_ two equations become:
Z	 Z	 1	 SIN 6 0	 COS 6, 
_ SIN B
0	 A;h	 SIN$	 Col 1^
	 S!N	 (39)
Co s 6' ^' F " ^ ^ — l	 ^ ^ = f^ ^ r(/S ^ fAA 	
IY
	r10o 1	 Z (40)
^ 4A 
d 
2	
a M'I0
Equation (3^)) can be inserted into equation (40) to give a single
equation for 9.	 rhis can he solved numerically to reveal two
cla,sos of solutionr., one in which the field undergoes a near
r,.>versa l and the other in which the field angle changes only
;lightly. There is, of course, also the trivial solution 0 = Ao,
which corre!:^nonfls to the soliton solutions of Saffman and others.
More un , 'erstan ling of the solutions can be obtained by
anproac'iin,l equations (39) and (40) analytically. Because the
one 11-y am theory .admits an exact reversal ( 0	 - 9. ) when mA2	 1
( roll .ani 
m 
	
are i n1i stinquishable with one beam, since Y = 0) , it
i, rea,nn a`1lo to look for nolutions with m,{ 2 close to one and
1
i
(41)
—boat
r/ 
1	 2)
(42)
which nearly reverse the field. Let C - mN` - 1 and 8 = - (60 + o
Putting these forms into equations (39) and (40),, and
performing considerable algebra while retaining only first order
terms in E an4 A results in the near reversal solution:
p DN  0
Thus the extra degree of freedom afforded by nonzt*s ro temperature
has aIIowo,i field rot -itinq Solutions to satisfy the momentum
conservation integrals for values of the Hudson number other than
unity.	 The solutions are shack-tike in that the temperature
rises acrons the wave, as inlicated by equation (42). With the
initia l 11url ,on number given hy m Ho 2 = 1 +4C- , the lludson number
in the reversed f ield region can he evaluated from equations
( 38) ,
	 (41), and (42) , and is foun•1 to he mH2 	 t - E	 rhus the
!iuison number goes from ahovc- unity to below.
	 However, the
Al fven numh(-- r, given in this case by m 2 = m 2 +	 y2 r  remainsA	 H
above unity. it is unclFar how to classify these possibilities;
they night -lam .cr iho intermerliato waves but if so their evolution-
l4et :1^ F?P^"E° i
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ary character is unclear, since it is not known	 whether
intermediate waves in anisot ropic plasma are evolutionary (Hudson
1970) .
'Phe second class of solution can I)e analyzed when the Alfven
numher is close to sec 20. in this case numerical work suggests
only a small f ie l,i rotation, so a solution of the form e. = 0  + 4
is assumed.	 The analysis is complicated by the proximity of
the trivial root	 0: 0. o , but eventually yields the solution,
good to terms of order 6 2.
v	 3	 /j„	 (43)
2
	
v d 2 l	 (44)
where now = mot /sec ` 00 -l. Equation (44) shows that this
situation is Possible even in the one beam case where Y is always
zoro. Evaluation of the mo(li.Eied Alfven number in the rotated
f iel rl re l ion (lives
(45)/Wj	 IT C11 1 t f F f? ^ 	 Z3	 3 ^- .
it is useful to compare the new Hudson number with the secant of
the new field angle. introducing equation (43) into equation
(45) gives the result
-K /3' z - 6)
Thus a ►ludson numher initially 1 Pss than sec t Ao (ie, F < 0)
hecomes greater than sec t 0 in the rotated f ield region. In the
analysis leadinq to both rotated field situations, it is assumed
that
Z
a
ri. 0 A ,YMP' OT- IC SOLU,CIoNs
in Saffman's col,l plasma theory it is shown that solitary
waves r-an exist only when the Alfven number, as defined in the
Present caper, satisfies the r-ondition
ORIGMAL PAGE iG	 Paige 23
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Z(4?)
A
L	 < S(q C
(Saffman 1961). Small perturbations of uniform field solutions
outside this range are incapahle of growth. Both field rotating
possihilities in the multiheam warm plasma theory take the
modified Alfven number from a region of permissible Alfven
numbers in Saffman's theory to a region where asymptotic growth
is not Possibl p . however, the Alfven number may remain within
the permissible region. Saffman's results cannot be applied to
the multiheam theor y
 Because the nonzero temperature and
associated pressure anisotropy creates a distinction hetween the
Alfven an-1 mciifierl Alfven numbers. It is necessary to perform
an asymptotic analysia of the multiheam theory to see whether the
waves -11mitted by tie momentum integrals can actually exist.
Tt is convenient to make the equations dimensionless through
the -cllcwinq lefinitions:
U = y,`	 •
V1t o
J
^Q
P = e /30
J
MCV/10
L
AWIA
fqf w	 74- s-	
YYORIG ►^ . ;^y .. - . - 
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a
YJ' M. M U„o
^ a6
h ,^
I Iere the suhscript o refers
region. The Inf inition of b
is the initial anryle hetween
-iefinition
	 equations (11)
to conditions
g ives immedia
R an(l the
(1 ) , and (6)
in a uniform field
tely hz = cos 0 where 0
z axis. With these
become:
U Ox 
_ k C6 S 8
/W 7	 X
A
(48)
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(49)
U, (Uk x ?) ^
t^ k
o is
l r
(50)
whore /) x i.; .i con g t.int and thn an.ilogous y cnnstnnt has been set
t(-) 0 g (-) that the t ield 1 ies initial ly in the x-z planr.. 	 Let 7 a7 ok u Z411t and i t^,Iuiio th i ci +ltr,int i ty to he	 indepenlent of	 k,	 so
that initially t1w !wamn -liffer only in phase. Then equations
(18) and (49) c.rn 1w ,olvod for tho mngnetic field components to
yivo:
1) IK
, ( 	 x	 V x U
 ^ c
	^	 J	 Js 6	 (51)
j	 /Wl q Z ^) uy
	
^	 J
	1 W ► ( ^ ' z	 SW 
_ COS,
	
ra S ^	 -?k
v =-- "
	
UX k 
_ 
vYlc	
_ ^A1COS6 ._._ (Uyj fly- 90 f
	 ur(C	 ^SE9
(53)
d " Y,
a	 ^	 X o l	 k COS (^d f	 s	 '	 ^'	 U	 (54)
TO s p o .whether rjrowth from them uniform f.iel-I solution is possi-
M e, let u  = v k + w k , whore v  is a uniform field solution. To
first order in the w k ' s, equations ( 53) and ( 54) become
d tA)Xk
7
_ Cns D	
_ U Y ^^	 _ Nv(,^Z
CX	 U	 YJ	 5 5tk	 CoSt^	 t )
aPage 2 7
conservation of i,nergv requires that uxk2 + Uyk2 + uzk2 remain
constant, so that
V	 w 40 W	 V^ k "t^(c - b 4	 (57)x c^	 ^ i^	 y ^^	 7 ^c
Assuan i nq ^" to he small, dimensionless  forms of the uniform
field solution (equations (28) - (30)) can he ucerl for the vk's.
Tntro duci.nq t)iese into P<.luations (55) - (57) a nd usinq equation
(`i7) to of imin.Itp wzk yinlrl,, after much aIgehra, the 2N
,,quit ions
^W^k' z 
k/	
— 5
Z	
_3 (	 —
cLjb
2	 x 	 2	 SlN Iol(<	 t
+ ^ ^^/3 cos 2^1^^ + (M/^ )sib ak^^x 
—^cosb ^^^ y^ ^l/,cl^ s)
Q	 A 4^
	 . - r { t 
^X 
t 
^/3 
PQ a'K 41c, .^ (Cis ^lK 1 + 2 (^/
ki
P	 ^U
	 rot H
t^	 z
	
-Z
	
ry 2aY t (^/ - ^ f ^^ ^ 3fi 2 cos ^ t^,^ + (^+ 3^ J CuS ^ k t'x Ic
--
	
I	
-,— 
(( 4 P ! Yk	 /
-^ co s6
	
(59)
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Nere D^ k = J/cos  H - N k , where I /cos 0 = GJ t.
homogr.neous equatinns admit solutions of the form
Page 28
These linear
(60)
(AS
where the exponential renresents either a growth or oscillation
common to all beams, and the I k 's are individual and presumably
small oscillations at the larmor frequency. When equation (60)
is intro c a ilced into equations (58) and (59) there result
if K	
- a	
4101AZ c'	
J1^K 
Co S ^K `
 SIP
 ^k q X k
YK	 gxK	 y^	 N
t	 =	 Z	 I - coSk_	 SAN ^k (t i ~ X K
	
(61)+
+ I 
	 5Y^-	 9
z
9 KK aSrK
	
SINak^Y K 	 3C0S^,c C1^^1^9XK
t 0/3	 r.
ro S 6	 z	 !t (oS 2Q(K
z	 u l^^	 z	 _	 t 3 CAS 2^k f ^^ +3
115 ) ^Si	 I	 I s^
	
'2c0SG	 (c
The periodic wiggles represented by the 2k 's can be described by
a fourier series solution of the form
00
_7k
-^
R, (ds /3
t k) -
(63)
The growth or oscillatory nature of the overall solution can be
+1+-termine•I Ew introducinq equation (63) into equations (61) and
()' 2), lookin+l rinly at thn (^ independent terms, and summing over
.1	 .
k, which yifll+lr;
+C	 k e
	 °	 Z	 )	 ^^S J
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where B0 _ ^13ko , One of the R' s in these equations is an
It
arbitrary scale factor, so that these are two equations in the
two unknowns a and the ratio of the B's. Multiplying the first
equation by 3yo , the second by Bxo and adding gives
r ^
	 z	 1	 1L	 ^
.,	 J	 z
t	 ?	 3 Z 113^-	 (b6)
Z	 (E	 1^	 tL1,	 p
A
Solvinq equation (61) for B.. an,] introducing the result into
equation (66) q ives
2	 2
+ [Wig
^a	 A	 7	 j, Z	 3
^ ^ '^	 (^'	 ^A r	 ` I JJ ^	 67r	 ^ )	 O
^ r
(65)
pR►p1t''t^ ^ ^°^"
OF POOR 
QO^►.ISY
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The root Byo 2 = 0 is of no interest here because, even if it does
permit growth, the average values of the field perturbations
remain zero so that such growth would not permit solutions with
different fi.e111 orientations to he connected. The second root,
given by
A	 2
	 (68)
requires that the A'Fven number he close to but above unity.
	 In
i
this case the modiFied Alfven number is the Hudson number and is
q i ven loy m Fj 2 = ma2 { 1 - Z	 2) , so that the Hudson number must
remain above one, thus excluAing the field rotating solution of
equations ( 41) and ( 42) . The third root of equation ( 67) occurs
when
Z
a z	4A 7
 ^ Z( + 3'z )	 -	 (69)10
^ ( "/3 1 ^	 14. 
^Z(^^	 Z	
' 02
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Growing solution,; require a 2 >
K 4
2 t	 r
2J	 ,
When Y = 0 this collapses to Saffman's condition 1 < m A 2 < (1-41?
(note that 1 + /^ 2 = sec 2 Q'). For the field reversing solu-
tions of equations (41) and (42), m
	 remains close to unity, so
Chit thr secon , l term in equation (70) is less than zero. Then a
growing solution requires m A2 - (1 + ZY  2 (1 + /S 2 )) > 0,wh ch
requires m il  > 1 +	 2,; 2. Thus the uniform field solution in
th#- rotated fie`.-i region cannot grow, and the field rotating
solutions admittel by the momentum conservation integrals do not
exist.
The second class of solutions, described by equations (43) -
(46) , involves an Al fven number of order sec 2 p^ = 1 + ^ 2 . Thus
the first term in equation (70) is greater than zero, so that a
growing solution requires
/	
7
40 7— / 4 11 ) l ^ / Ijs ' ) ^f 3,? (71)
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Thin condition mu-,t hold on either side of a nonuniform field
--that is, for the values Of m A 2 , f^ , and Y f.ouna on the side in
question. To exam i ne thA situation in the rotated region,
equation (46) may be written in terms of m A 2 as
A
	
_ (14 flz) 	 ^ j_ E 4 2 Y	 (72)
where use has heon m. le of tho fact that 0 2 = 0 02 and that
/3 and /30 are interchangeahl p to terms of order ^/ 2 when they
appear mul tip]iod by Y Z . Using equation (72), the condition
( 71 ) becr:)TPs
j	 (73)
A se(7ond constraint is placed on E when the initial uniform
region is taken into account. The inequality (71) holds here as
well, while th,^ definition E'= m0 2 /(1 + /1 0 2 ) - 1 leads to the
expression:	
//
i
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Art Az, ((+I 
= (( ^f5z^ ) r-o2 f F) .b	 fl6 )
Using equation (74) in inequality (71) leads to the condition
(:comparison of inequalities (73) and (75) shows that growing solu-
tions are oossihle in both the initial and rotated field regions
providvI
(74)
(75)
I n ^a
	 L c) A
	
(76)
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Inequality ( 76) shows that in warm plasma ( 1 2 > 0) growing
solutions are possihle for hoth uniform field solutions admitted
by the momentum conservation equations. However, the conditions
of momentum conservation and asymptotic growth do not guaranty
that two different uniform field solutions corresponding to the
same initial conditions are actually connected. In the warm
plasma case the existence of such a connecting solution can be
,loterminerl only by numerical • integration, since the analytic
integrals of the system are not sufficient to specify B x
 as a
function of 4y as is oossihle with cold plasma.
Ext ens ive numerical integration of the equations for systems
of three to fifteen beams; has con f irmed the limitations on growth
su ,39ested by the asymptotic analysis.
	 The resulting Rx , By
hodograms resemble these of Saffman even in the extended modified
Alfven numhor range given by inequality (76). 	 Although the
Parameters; '^` o , /S o , and m2o have :peen varied extensively within
appropriate ranges, no solutions have been found which take one
•
uniform field solution into .another with different field angle.
Instead, true soliton solutions occur which are qualitatively no
different from those of Sa f fman and which take the initial
uniform field solution back to itself. At the midpoint of the
sol iton, the y component of the magnetic field vanishes but its
derivative is .a l ways a maximum. furthermore, the x component at
this point does not have the appropriate rotated value given by
Piluat ion (4 1) . Thus the warm plasma theory appears incapable of
producing the desired solutions.
CONCLUS TON
The inclusion of thermal effects through use of a multi.heam
distribution function enriches and complicates the description of
large ampliturde disturbances. The extra degree of freedom
afforded by the inclusion of the temperature-like variable Y 2
allows two classes of field rotating solutions to satisfy the
momentum conservation integral-, of the system. However, only
those solutions associated with small changes in field angle
appear capable of asym ptotic growth on both sides of the
disturbance, and even these have not been found after extensive
numerical investigations. It is unclear whether the apparent
nonexistence of field reversing disturbances is a peculiarity of
the particular and somewhat artificial model used or rather a
reflection of the impossibility of such disturbances in colli-
sionless plasma.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1: A particle in a helical trajectory about the
magnetic field. All space is assumed filled with such particles,
whose orbits are in phase along the z axis, not along the field
direction, (z' axis).
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